
To discover, yes, but to publish...?
Jens Esmark, datolite..and thulite

Geir Hestmark

Introduction
In August 1806 German geologist Johann Friedrich Ludwig Hausmann (1782-1859), arrived
at Kongsberg on a trip through Scandinavia, and here met Jens Esmark (1762-1839) who
held a position as Assessor in the central mining administration - the Oberbergamt - and
also served as Inspector and lecturer in mineralogy, geology (geognosy) and physics at the
Berg-Seminarium, the mining academy established in connection with the Silver Mines at
Kongsberg in 1757. In his Scandinavian travelogue Hausmann described Esmark as an
excellent geognost, and outstanding in many other skills.

"Esmark possesses a very instructive collection for the external characters of the minerals for the
needs of his lectures, and many splendid Nordic minerals, among which many new are probably
present, of which the closer examination and publication every mineralogist so more must be
desirous, as Esmark's sharp eye has already demonstrated itself through several interesting
discoveries, among others that of the datolite."

"Esmark besitzt eine sehr instruktive Sammlung filr die iiusseren Kennzeichen der Fossifien zum
Behuf seiner Vorlesungen und viele treffliche, nordischen Mineralien, unter welche manche neue sich
befinden dilrfen, auf deren niihere Untersuchung und Bekanntmachung jeder Mineralog um so
begieriger seyn muss, da sich Esmark's Scharfblick schon durch mehrere interessante
Entdeckungen, wie u. A. durch die des Dato/iths bewiihrt hat." (Hausmann 1811-18, Vol. 2: 38).

Esmark's discovery of datolite poses a number interesting questions regarding the
discovery, credit for and publication of new minerals.

Collection
The collection of datolite happened on an inspection trip Esmark made from mid-June to
mid-July 1804 in the company of his colleague at the Oberbergamt, Assessor Ole Henckel
(1748-1824) to the Egeland Iron Work close to Ris0r town on the south Norwegian coast
(Doc 1). The 'discovery' years "1805" or "1806" usually cited for datolite are thus wrong. The
Egeland Work also had some mines close to the town Arendal, and Esmark took the
opportunity here also to visit the mine N0debroe, belonging to Eidsfoss Iron Work. The
reason for this was probably that silver had been discovered in the N0debroe mine in 1788,
and reported to the Oberbergamt (Doc 2). The Silver Mines at Kongsberg were running up a
large deficit, and its leaders were (desperately?) screening other possibilities. The mineral
riches of the Arendal iron mines was recently reviewed by (Larsen 2011).

Discovery and description - in private
To collect a mineral sample is one thing, to realize that you have a new mineral is something
different. Esmark, who was a skilled mineralogist and pupil of Freiberg professor Abraham
Werner (1749-1817), famous for his courses in mineral identification (oryktognosie), may
immediately on the spot have realized that he saw something new, indeed this might be the
reason for him taking samples. But this is not certain. What is certain, is that at least by 17
August 1804 he had realized his discovery, because on this date he dispatched to his
brother-in-law Gregers Wad (1755-1832), keeper of geological collections in Copenhagen,
specimens of some new minerals he had discovered on the voyage (Doc 3). Esmark and
Wad were both married to daughters of Oberberghauptmann Morten Thrane BrOnnich
(1737-1827), who resided at Kongsberg. BrOnnich was himself an accomplished
mineralogist who against his will had been dispatched by the King to Kongsberg to prove the
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economic utility of geological science, and bring the mines to profit. As professor in natural
history in Copenhagen BrOnnich had originally inspired Esmark to a career in mining. To
Wad Esmark reported from his trip:

"Most honored brother-in-law, I hereby send two minerals recently discovered by me. The greenish
one melts easily from the blowpipe to a clear transparent glass, is half hard to a higher degree than
fluorite. I found it also crystallized in angled prisms which side planes to angles similar to those of
topas and with similar ends. I have it under analysis and found 6 y,; % crystal water, 34-35% silisium,
it also has some lime with some iron. But the amount and whether there are other constituents I do
not yet know as I have not finished the analysis. It is from the N(lJtebroe mine by Arendal."

"H(lJystrerede kirere Svoger, Hermed sender ieg tvende nylig af mig opdagede Fossilier {.] det
gmnlige smelter let for B/reser(lJret iii et klart gennemsigtigt Glas, er halvhaard i h(lJyere Grad end
Flusspat {.] ieg (andt det ogsaa krystalliseret i skirev vinklede Prismer hvis Sideflader st(lJder sammen
under samme Vinkler som Topasen og med Forandringer paa enden likesom ved den {.] ieg har den
under Analyse og fundet 6 y,; pro C. Crystallisations Vand, imellem 34 og 35 pro C. Kisel iord, Kalkiord
holder den ogsaa med noget jem {.] men Mrengden og om der er andre Bestanddele ved ieg endnu
ikke da ieg ikke har endt Analysed, den er fra N(lJtebroe Grube ved Arendal. " (Doc 3)

Esmark did not in this letter suggest a name for the new mineral, nor did he describe the
geological circumstances of its occurrence.

Announcement and description - in public
The first public announcement and description of the new mineral from N0debroe took place
in the Danish Science Society in Copenhagen in a meeting on 17 January 1806, where
BrOnnich read a paper submitted by Esmark on a new mineral called Datolith. This was
soon reported in the journal Kj0benhavnske lcerde Efterretninger (February 1806) and the
Intelligenzblatt der Jenaischer allgemeine Literatur-Zeitung (23 February 1806), and thus it
could perhaps be argued that these journals contains the 'protologue' of datolite
(Anonymous 1806a, 1806b). But these reports contained no description of the new mineral
and no explanation of the name. On 28 February 1806 BrOnnich adressed the same Society
with an historical account of the silver vein in the N0debroe mine (Anonymous 1806c).

Although these events are briefly noted in the (unpublished) proceedings protocol of the
Science Society, neither BrOnnich's N0debroe paper nor Esmark's datolite paper were
printed in the proceedings of the Society - or anywhere else - and this has led to much
confusion about the discovery and proper citation of the original publication of datolite. Also
because bibliographies of Esmark's works - and Esmark himself (!) - lists the paper as if
actually published by the Danish Science Society (Doc 4). The citation in the literature list of
H. Neumann (1985: 253), "Esmark, J. 1806, Neu. All. Jour. Chem. 16, 1- ", is also
erroneous, as the author is really Klaproth. The same error in Clark (1993: 173). Some
German journals reported that Esmark had sent the paper to the Royal Science Society in
Trondhjem, but this is likely a mixup with the Royal Science Society in Copenhagen. On my
request the archivists at the Gunnerus Library at NTNU could find no trace of such a
publication. Despite some effort, I have not (so far) succeeded in 'unearthing' the original
paper, and it is possible that it does not any longer exist. According to the Secretary of the
Danish Science Society, there is no manuscript of the datolith lecture in the archives of the
Society.

However, some of the contents of Esmark's original paper - his finished chemical analysis,
which must have been prepared between August 1804 and January 1806 - was first
published by Hausmann in 1810, with due credits (Hausmann 1810: 58). The analysis is:
Kieselerde 0,370, Boraxsaure 0,310, Kalk 0,280, Thonerde 0,010 Braunstein, Eisen, Nickel
0,015; Krystallisationseis 0,015. Thus Esmark had identified boron (B) as the third major
constituent of the new mineral. The element boron (B) was isolated as late as 1808 by Louis
Jacques Thenard (1777-1857) and Joseph Louis Gay-Lussac (1778-1850), but had been
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known since medieval times in the form of borax (Na,B.07 . 1OH,O) and the name is derived
from Persian or Arabic. Esmark's paper has not been located in the meagre Hausmann
nachlass in G6ttingen.

By the time Esmark's analysis was printed by Hausmann, a more thorough analysis of
datolite had however been performed by Berlin chemist Martin Heinrich Klaproth (1743
1817), and presented to the Berlin Academy of the Sciences on 30 January 1806 - only 13
days after Esmark's paper was read in Copenhagen - and speedily published in Neues
allgemeiner Journal der Chemie in spring the same year - with due credit to Esmark as the
discoverer, and Arendal in Norway as the locality (Klaproth 1806). (Raade 1996: 30-31, 86,
99) cites Klaproth (1806) consistently with the erroneous year ,,1805"). Klaproth's chemical
analysis gave: 36.5% silica, 35.5% lime, 24% boric acid, 4% water. The chemical formulae
of datolite is now considered to be CaBSiO.OH (or Ca,B,Si,08(OH),), with equal amounts of
B, Ca and Si. The paper by Klaproth was the first chemical analysis of the new mineral to
appear in print. Furthermore, the paper contained a list of the external characteristics of the
new mineral, prepared by Klaproth's friend Dietrich Ludwig Gustav Karsten (1768-1810),
Werner student 1782-86, Professor of Mineralogy at the Bergakademie in Berlin 1789-1810,
and this became the first printed description of datolite, although Karsten was not listed as
co-author of the paper (Klaproth 1806). In a report in the first volume of Taschenbuch fOr die
gesammte Minera/ogie (1807) it was however listed as 'beschreiben' by Karsten and
'entdeckt' by Esmark (Leonhard 1807).

Klaproth and Karsten did not indicate who had provided them with specimen(s) of datolite,
nor did they explain the curious name of the new mineral, nor did they acknowledge that a
paper by Esmark had been read in Copenhagen two weeks before their own paper was
read in Berlin. Wad had studied with Klaproth in 1793 and Klaproth had earlier praised
Esmark's study (1798) of the rocks and minerals of the Carpatheans, so it is possible that
Esmark or Wad in 1805 sent specimens to Klaproth. If so, it is strange that Klaproth does
not mention this. Klaproth reprinted his datolith analysis in the fourth volume of his Beitrage
zur Chemischen Kenntniss der Mineralkorper (Klaproth 1807). By that time his analysis had
already been noted in several other journals, for instance an anonymous extract in the Paris
Journal de Physique, de Chimie et d'Histoire Naturelle in June 1806, where Esmark is
described as "savant mineralogiste et eleve I'illustre Werner" (Anonymous 1806d).

The rapid publication of Klaproth's and Karsten's paper may be the main reason why
Esmark did not bother to bring his own original paper to publication. In 1805-1806 he was
also extremely busy with his new private mining ventures at Kongsberg, after the King late
1804 decided to close down the Silver Mines from 1805.

Rene-Just HaOy (1743-1822) in Paris who received from Karsten a specimen of datolite with
small crystals, presented the first precise measurements of crystal angles and a plate with
the first published illustrations of 'datholite', in Journal des Mines, May 1806, confirming that
it indeed was a new mineral but failing to mention Esmark (HaOy 1806). HaOy also
presented Klaproth's chemical analysis, and wrote that Karsten had communicated to him
that "one" had discovered a new mineral in the vicinity of Arendal, and that "one" had named
it Datolith. If HaOy knew the discoverer to be Esmark, he was rather unthankful. Esmark had
in 1800-1801 provided HaOy with many Norwegian minerals.

Apparently unaware of HaOy's paper, Hausmann, passing through Copenhagen on his
voyage to Norway in the summer of 1806, examined the specimens of datolite Esmark had
sent Wad, and on 8 July 1806 finished a description including some crystal angles, however
not published until 1810 (Hausmann 1810). Here Hausmann cited Klaproth's as well as
Esmark's original chemical analysis, the latter he may have obtained from Wad or directly
from Esmark when visiting Kongsberg in fall 1806. He also stated the date when Esmark's
original paper was read in Copenhagen.
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In the mean time, in Paris, the chemist Nicolas Louis Vauquelin (1763-1829) on the urging
of Hauy made an analysis of a specimen of datolite Vuaquelin had received from Wad's
student, Danish mineralogist Neergaard, and this was published in Annales du Museum
d'Histoire Naturelle - without any mention of Esmark (Vaquelin 1808). It largely confirmed
the previous analyses by Klaproth (and Esmark), with silicate at 37.66%, lime 34%, borate
21.67% and water 5.5%.

Strangely, by 1810 no explanation of the name datolite seems yet to have been published.
Esmark will of course have explained it in the paper read 17 January 1806, but as this paper
remained unpublished, people were left to wonder. Around 1820 explanations started to
appear in textbooks on mineralogy, e.g. Jameson's System of Mineralogy: "The name
Datolite refers to the granular concretions which this species exhibits in the massive
varieties, and was given to it by its discoverer M. Esmark." (Jameson 1820: 345, note). K.
von Leonhard: Handbuch der Oryktognosie (1821: 588). "Datolith (richtiger als Datholith),
abgeleitet aus dem Griechischen OU1WflUl (dateomai, d.L ich theile, zertheile, sondere ab)
und A.noer (Iithos, d.L Stein), mit Rucksicht auf die Verhaltnisse der Absonderung.".

Complicating the story, was Hausmann's publication in 1808 of a new mineral containing
borax which he called Botriolit, found in the Kjenlie mine at Arendal (Hausmann 1808). It
had escaped the notice of mineralogists because it was similar to brown limestone.
Hausmann explicitly notes that a blowpipe analysis by 'the sharpminded Esmark' (den
scharfsinnigen Esmark) (during Hausmann's visit to Kongsberg in 1806?) of this mineral let
one suspect that it contained borax, and this was subsequently confirmed by Hausmann and
Gahn in the laboratory at Falun in Sweden. It contained the same elements as datolite, but
more lime. It's form was also different, it resembled grapes, and Hausmann accordingly
named it 'Botriolit', Le. grape-stone (Traubenstein), from Greek 'botryos' = grape. That
Esmark made the first analysis of this mineral was stated also by Klaproth in an analysis
published 1810 (Klaproth 1810). Although featured in many 191h century mineralogy texts,
botryolit has not survived as an independent species and is now considered a botryoidal
form of datolite.

In his Handbuch der Minera/ogie (Hausmann 1813, Vol. 3: 862-863) Hausmann introduced
the name 'Esmarkit' collectively for minerals with boron and silica, thus both datolith &
botryolith, but this did not catch on, perhaps due to the priority of 'datolith'. Robert Jameson
in his System of Mineralogy (1820) considered 'Esmarkit' a genus rather than a species, but
preferred to name the genus Datolite (Jameson 1820: 345-350). In Leonhard's Handbuch
der Oryktognosie (1821: 588) 'Esmarkit' was listed as a synonym of datolith.

Type locality and type specimen
The Nl2ldebro mine is clearly the type locality for the mineral datolite. On this there seems to
be universal agreement.

In the fall of 1806 Hausmann visited the type locality, and described it in his Scandinavian
travelogue (Hausmann 1811-1818, Vol 2:167-168,151). The mine belonged to proprietor
Cappelen on Eidsfoss, and although not very well managed, was already famous as the
only finding site for datolite. A visit by mineral trader Nepperschmidt had awakened the
miners who now besieged Hausmann with offers of specimens. The treasured mineral
occurred in veins of variable thickness penetrating the bedrock, mostly hornblende; together
with datolite Hausmann found calcite, quartz, phrenite and fluorite. Crystals of datolite were
rare, found in small cavities. Based on his own collections of datolith at Nl2ldebroe,
Hausmann published a letter to Karsten proposing to distinguish a variety more splintery
than the common variety (Hausmann 1809).
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Raade in his treatment of minerals originally described from Norway does not cite any type
material for datolite (Raade 1996: 30-31), and in general the type question for minerals is
often difficult (Embrey & Hey 1970, Dunn & Mandarino 1987, Raade 1996: 12). For
something to be called a holotype, the describer must have designated this single specimen
as the one the description is based on, something Esmark is unlikely to have done as he
probably had sampled more specimens, and we do not (yet) have his original paper. In this
particular case it is also a problem that the first published description is not the discoverer's
but that of Klaproth and Karsten, and indeed in the collection of Klaproth's minerals
purchased in 1817 by Museum fOr Naturkunde in Berlin is a single, beautiful specimen with
crystals of datolit (Catalogue No. Probe 2007-02502, see htlp://www.ltvpmineral.uni
hamburg.de/linklen/datolite.html, where it is labelled as 'vermutl. r, i.e. 'presumably the
type')(Fig.1 ).The label is according to curator Dr. Ralf-Thomas Schmitt at the Berlin
museum, Klaproth's own, and reads: "Datolith. Ni:idebroe-Grube, bei Arendal." There is no
indication of collector, year of collection etc. This specimen looks like a display specimen,
possibly purchased from a mineral dealer, and is probably not the one used for chemical
analyses?

Fig. 1. The dalolile specimen from Klaprolh's colleclion, MFN, Berlin, Calalogue No. Probe 2007-02502.

In 1826 Esmark sold his private mineral collection to the University of Christiania (Oslo), and
his specimens are now in the Museum of Natural History, University of Oslo, including
several specimens of datolite from the type locality. Furthermore, in the collection of
Esmark's son, Hans Morten Thrane Esmark, donated to Troms0 Museum in 1872 and still
kept separate at the Museum, there are no less than five specimens of datolite from the type
locality. And in the Copenhagen Geological Museum there are also several specimens of
datolite from the type locality. Several of these specimens in Oslo, Copenhagen and TromS0
can probably compete with the Berlin specimen if we accept that the reading of Esmark's
paper on 17 January 1806 constitutes a 'protologue' (i.e. first description) although it was
never published. So, the jury is still out...

Anyway: In 1809 a new locality for datolith was discovered in Gaisalpe, Sonthofen in
Bayern, and described in Leonhard's Taschenbuch in 1811 (Uttinger 1811). In 1823 Armand
Levy examined some crystals from Seisser Alpe in Tyrol labelled 'datolith', but thought their
crystal form deviated so much from those previously given for datolite that he proposed the
name 'Humboldite' if future chemical analysis confirmed difference from datolite (Levy
1823). This expectation did not come through.

Throughout his life Esmark probably enjoyed seeing datolite discovered in ever new
countries and localities, although his name was not often remembered on these occasions;
most of these papers are cited in Luedecke's large monography on datolite (Luedecke
1888). Esmark's handling of the datolite was unfortunately symptomatic of his cavalier or
reluctant communication and exploit of own discoveries. While Klaproth, Karsten, HaOy,
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Vaquelin and Hausmann cashed in the credits of scientific publication and future citations,
and Nepperschmidt couped the commercial trade, Esmark was left with little but honorary
mention, and often not even that. This pattern would repeat itself throughout his scientific
career.

In August 1810 he discovered a pink new mineral on a voyage in Telemark, and again
rapidly described it in a letter to Wad in fall 1810, and en passant in a travelogue published
in 1812. He did not name it, and only in 1820 this mineral started to appear in British
texbooks under the name 'thulite', later reduced to a variety of zoisile. Esmark never
claimed (or received) credit or priority for thulite, and it is still an open question who invented
the name. But samples from the type locality in Sauland in Telemark can be found in mineral
collections all over Europe. I explore this history in another paper.

In 1823 Jens Esmark made his greatest discovery: the ice age, but again completely failed
to assert his priority when this idea really took hold in the 1830s.
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